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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

We propose a new iterative distributed algorithm for linear
minimum mean-squared-error (LMMSE) estimation in sensor networks whose measurements follow a Gaussian hidden
Markov graphical model with cycles. The embedded polygons algorithm decomposes a loopy graphical model into a
number of linked embedded polygons and then applies a parallel block Gauss-Seidel iteration comprising local LMMSE
estimation on each polygon (involving inversion of a small
matrix) followed by an information exchange between neighboring nodes and polygons. The algorithm is robust to temporary communication faults such as link failures and sleeping nodes and enjoys guaranteed convergence under mild
conditions. A simulation study indicates that energy consumption for iterative estimation increases substantially as
more links fail or nodes sleep. Thus, somewhat surprisingly, energy conservation strategies such as low-powered
transmission and aggressive sleep schedules could actually
be counterproductive.

Sensors, signal processing, and wireless communication
technologies have matured to the point where large networks
of sensor nodes can now be easily deployed in a wide variety
of environments, making them very attractive for large-scale
applications like environmental monitoring, security surveillance, and disaster relief [l].Often battery-powered, sensor
nodes are capable of senszng, computzng, and communzcatzng
information.
In the setting considered here, we assume that N sensors
each make noisy scalar measurements of their physical environment, such as the local temperature, wind speed, or
concentration of some substance. We model the vector of N
measurements y as a Gaussian random field y = 2 E , with

+

2 = 1 , . . . , N.
yz = X 2 f E z ,
(1)
Here 5%is the true value of the random field at sensor 2 , and
E , is sensor i’s measurement noise. We model the vector x as
jointly Gaussian with zero mean and correlation matrix E,
and we assume that the measurement noise E is independent
of 2 and Gaussian with zero mean and diagonal correlation
matrix R. Since the variables xz are Gaussian and unknown
(that is, hidden), this model is often referred to as a Gaussian Hzdden Markov Model (HMM).
A core sensor network problem involves producing accurate estimates of the true x,’s from the noisy yz’s. The linear
minimum mean-squared-error (LMMSE) Wiener estimate of
x is computed from the normal equatzons
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(2)

with V := E-’
R-’.
In a sensor network, a naive approach to obtain the
LMMSE estimate would first transmit all of the measurements y to a central location and then compute and apply
the N x N matrix inverse V-’ to R-’y to obtain 2. Unfortunately, since communication consumes significant energy
and bandwidth [2], this naive centralized approach is extremely wasteful.
Thus, there is a great need for dzstnbuted estimation algorithms that replace global communication and centralized
computation by parallel, local communication and computation, effectively distributing the N x N matrix inverse computation across the network. Such distributed algorithms
should also be resilient to communication failures caused by
sleeping sensors and faulty transmissions.
Graphzcal models (GMs) provide a natural foundation
both for modeling the correlations amongst the sensors (the
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(a) Sensor nodes

(b) Delaunay triangulated network

(c) Minimum spanning tree

(d) Independent embedded triangles

Figure 1: (a) Example sensor network with 250 uniformly distributed sensor nodes. (b) Graphical model for
i based on the Delaunay triangulation of the sensor locations. (c) Minimum spanning
the hidden variables z
tree embedded in the Delaunay graph. (d) A set of independent triangles and singleton nodes embedded in
the Delaunay triangulation. Independence refers to the fact that no two triangles share a common node.
matrix E) and for developing efficient distributed estimation algorithms [3]. In a sensor network GM, the nodes
correspond to the variables zt,and the existence of an edge
between nodes xi and xj indicates a conditional dependency
or nonzero partial correlation P ~ JThe
. correlation matrix
is given by C = P-' [3].
The sparsity of the matrix P controls the efficiency of GM
distributed algorithms. In a fully connected GM (which can
exactly model any E), distributed algorithms involve intensive computation, communication, and energy consumption.
Fortunately, for smoothly varying physical quantities such
as temperature or gas concentration, sensor i's measurement
can be assumed to be uncorrelated with the rest of the network given the measurements of all close-by sensors. In the
associated GM, each node xi would be connected only t o its
close spatial neighbors,' leading t o a sparse P and efficient
algorithms. For example, Fig. l ( b ) illustrates a GM based
on a Delaunay triangulation [4]of the node locations from
Fig. l(a).2

Sensor network GMs in most practical situations will contain numerous loops or cycles (see Fig. l ( b ) , for example). Unfortunately, while there exist simple and efficient
distributed estimation algorithms for GMs without loops
(Markov chains, for example), the situation is anything
but straightforward when loops are present. Proposed distributed estimation approaches for loopy GMs include the
non-iterative Gaussian elimination message passing [5] as
well as iterative methods such as belief propagation (BP)
[6], loopy B P [7], and embedded trees [8, 9). Each of these
algorithms either lacks fault tolerance, lacks parallelism, or
converges slowly, which limits their applicability to wireless
sensor networks.
In this paper, we develop the embedded polygons algorithm
(EPA), a new iterative algorithm for distributed LMMSE
estimation in GMs that is simple, local, scalable, faulttolerant, and energy-efficient, and thus well-suited for wireless sensor networks [lo].
Given a loopy sensor network GM, our core idea is to
first decompose it in terms of a number of linked embedded
polygons; see Fig. l(d) for an example of embedded triangles. Then, we compute the solution t o (2) via an iteration
comprising local LMMSE estimation on each polygon (for
example, a 3 x 3 matrix inverse computation for an embedded triangle) followed by an exchange of this information
between neighboring nodes and polygons.

'For example, a neighborhood can be defined as all nodes
within a certain radius.
2A Delaunay triangulation has the attractive property of
linking together the closest nodes.
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Paper overview: After defining GMs and our estimation
problem more precisely in Section 2, wk review matrix splitting algorithms in Section 3 and the EPA in Section 4. Section 5 overviews the EPA’s fault tolerance and convergence
properties, while Section 6 compares its power consumption
as a function of communication failure rate to the Jacobi
algorithm in two simulation experiments. A central contribution is a guarantee that both the EPA and Jacobi algorithm converge when sensors and communication links fail
temporarily. Moreover, we demonstrate that networks with
nodes that sleep (ostensibly to save energy) can actually
consume more total energy to converge to the LMMSE estimate due to many additional iterations. We conclude with
a discussion and pointers to future work in Section 7.

ances this trade-off. A triangulated GM assumes that a
sensor’s measurement is uncorrelated with the rest of the
network given the close-by measurements. This is clearly
reasonable for smoothly varying quantities.
The Delaunay triangulation (DT) [4] (see Fig. l ( b ) ) induces a GM with some additional attractive properties.
First, the DT links together the closest neighbors in the
graph, in the sense that the circumcircle of each triangle3
does not contain any points of the triangulation. Second, the
D T can be established in a distributed fashion [12, 131, and
for this reason is successfully used as an overlay topology
in the networking field [la]. For the non-zero partial correlation between two connected sensors, we use a decreasing
function of the Euclidean distance between them [14, p. 611.

2. ESTIMATION IN SENSOR NETWORKS

3. DISTRIBUTED ESTIMATION

Our aim is to find the LMMSE estimate for the true sen-

We can take advantage of a sensor network’s computation and communication capabilities to solve the linear system (2) in a distributed way. This saves the significant cost
of transmitting all data to a central location.
A number of algorithms that proceed by passing messages
along the edges of a graphical model have been proposed to
solve (2). These include belief propagation (BP) [6], loopy
BP [7], and extended message passing based on Gaussian
elimination [5]. In order to efficiently handle loopy GMs, we
consider in this paper an attractive class of iterative methods
for solving (2) based on a decomposition of V.

sor values 2%from the noisy measurements yi under the
model (1). To do so efficiently, we approximate the correlation structure of x by a graphical model (GM). We will
use the terms “sensor” and “node” interchangeably below.

2.1 Graphical models
GMs, including Bayesian networks and Markov random
fields, represent statistical dependencies between variables
by means of a graph [3]. Let Q be an undirected graph
defined by a set of nodes V and a set of edges E . Each
node i E V is associated with an unobserved or hidden variable xi as well as with a noisy measurement yi. We assume
that, given the set of hidden variables x := {xili E V},
the observations y := {yz(i E V } are independent of each
other. A missing edge ( i , j ) between nodes i and j implies
conditional independence between the variables zi and xj
given all other hidden variables. That is, if the neighborhood of node i is defined as N(i) := { j l ( i , j ) E €}, then
P(XitXV\i) = P ( Z i l W ( i ) ) .
In this paper, we focus on Gaussian HMMs, where the
hidden variables x form a jointly Gaussian process. In this
case, note that the matrix P = E-’ is related to the partial
correlation ri,31v\{i,J}between xi and xj [3] by r%,jlv\{i,j}
=
- P i ~ / d mNote
. that even when P is sparse, C = P-’
will generally be full; that is, all nodes are correlated with
all others. In particular, if x2 and xj are partially correlated
and so are xj and x k , then xi and xk are correlated through
x3. xi and x k are independent only when the value of xj is
given.

3.1 Matrix splitting algorithms
Let jj = R-’y denote the normalized observation vector.
Equation (2) then becomes

VP = y.

(3)

If we rewrite V by “splitting” it into

V=J-K,

(4)

then solving (3) is equivalent to finding a fixed point of the
system [15]

JP=g+KP.
For sensor networks, we seek a ( J , K ) pair for which the
solution to this fixed-point problem can be found iteratively
by simple computations and information exchanges between
neighboring nodes.
We assume that at the start of the algorithm each sensor
i E E knows its initial estimate 2; as well as the partial
correlations with its neighbors; that is, it knows row i of
the matrix V . Let Nl~(i)
:= { j E N(i)lKz,3# 0 ) be the
neighbors of i that correspond to non-zero entries of the
matrix K in (4).
Starting from the initial guess Po, we solve the fixed point
equation by generating a sequence of iterates {Pm}”m=l according to the following two-step recursion:

2.2 Choice of graphical model
In this paper, we assume that the matrices C (equivalently

P ) and R are given. In practice, however, C and R are unknown and must be estimated from the data. The matrix

R represents the variance of the noise and can be estimated
from repeated measurements at the same location. The matrix C , = C R can be estimated from the sample covariance matrix of the observations. For decomposable graphical
models [ll],Lauritzen [3] gives an algorithm that computes
the maximum likelihood estimate of V f E-’
R-’ from
inverses of sub-matrices of the estimate 2,.
In sensor network estimation applications, GMs should
balance the trade-off between accurately capturing the correlation structure of the quantities being measured and supporting energy-efficient distributed algorithms. A spatial
triangulation of the sensor location induces a GM that bal-

+

Update: Each node i sends its value x,“-’ to its neighbors
NK(Z)and receives from them their current estimates
E;;;%). The nodes then update their values using

+

cm= y + KZm-l.

(5)

Solve: The new estimate Pm is found from

pm = J-’gm.

(6)

3The circle passing through the three vertices of the triangle.
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This algorithm converges when the spectral radius of the
matrix J-'K is strictly smaller than one [15]; that is
-m

z

m-cc
-+

2

p(J-'K) < 1

Several choices of ( J ,K ) are appropriate for distributed
estimation.

3.2 Jacobi algorithm

.

The simplest splitting algorithm is the well-known Jacobi
iteration that sets J equal to the diagonal of V

0

...

J=

0

."I,

Figure 2: A graphical model (solid and dashed lines)
and a decomposition into embedded polygons (solid
lines); from left to right two singletons, a dipole,
triangle, quadrangle, chordal quadrangle, and fully
connected quadrangle.

(7)

VN,N

where v k k , k = 1 , . . . , N denote the diagonal elements of
Iteration m proceeds as follows:

v.

8, and let A,, denote the L k x L k sub-matrix of v corresponding to the polygon r k . For an appropriate ordering of
the nodes, J becomes the block diagonal matrix

Jacobi Update: Node i sends its current estimate 2y-I to
all of its neighbors j E N ( i ) and receives the current
estimates 27-l from those same neighbors. The nodes
then compute-

vz,jzy-'

y^,1 - yi -

vi

€

J=

6.

0

jGN(i)

Jacobi Solve: 3y =

:]

0.
0 A,,

(8)

We refer to the resulting matrix splitting method as the
embedded polygons algorithm (EPA). The Jacobi matrix J
in (7) is a special case of (8) where the sub-matrices A,,
degenerate to the diagonal elements v k k of v (that is, all
polygons are singletons).

Vi 6 0.

The Jacobi algorithm converges slowly in general, but it has
the advantage of being eminently local: each node i needs
to know only its neighbors' values " ~ ( i in
) order to proceed.

4.2 Parallel block Gauss-Seidel algorithm

3.3 Embedded trees algorithm

With J defined as in ( 8 ) ,the recursion (5), (6) corresponds
to a block-Jacobz zteratzon. To maximize parallelism in the
EPA, we slightly modify iteration m to proceed as follows:

In the embedded trees algorithm, the matrix J := JT corresponds to a spanning tree & embedded in the loopy graph
G [8, 91. For example, Fig. l(c) illustrates a minimumspanning tree for the sensor network in Fig. l(b). With embedded trees, the inversion of JT can be performed exactly
using a message passing algorithm such as belief propagation. Conditions for convergence are provided in [9]. Iteration over multiple different trees is also possible and in certain case significantly improves the rate of convergence [9].
The method can further be extended to exactly compute
the variance of 2. Unlike the Jacobi method, the embedded
trees algorithm is global; in the Solve step, messages must
be passed throughout the entire network before node i can
compute the next value of 2y.

EPA Update: Each node i computes the update

r

as
in ( 5 ) by communicating with all of its neighbors except the ones belonging to the same embedded polygon.

EPA Solve: Within each embedded polygon ' r k , the nodes
i E Tk exchange their updated values
amongst

r

themselves. Each polygon then computes 53; =
A-1Tk y,
in parallel. (Note that singleton nodes do not
communicate in this step.)
The EPA is simple to parallelize because the embedded
polygons are independent, that is, they have no nodes in
common. The inversion of each L k X L k matrix A,, in the
EPA Solve step above is performed non-iteratively. In the
initialization phase, each node belonging to T k gathers information about A,, from its neighbors i E T k and computes
and stores the inverse A;:.
In order t o increase the rate of convergence, we can
also slightly reduce the parallelism and introduce a GaussSeidel [15] aspect t o the algorithm, which now proceeds in
two stages. In the first stage, all nodes belonging to embed2 perform the EPA Update and
ded polygons of size L k
EPA Solve steps to obtain their new value 3" at iteration
m. In the second stage, each singleton node i gathers the
most recent estimates from its neighbors j E N ( i ) . Node
z then uses these values to compute the update
and to
'solve 2y = r / K , , .

4. EMBEDDED POLYGONS ALGORITHM
We now present an algorithm that combines the best of
the Jacobi and embedded tree methods in the sense that it
is both local and fast to converge.

4.1 Embedded polygons
When a graphical model contains many loops, it becomes
efficient to place in J the elements of V corresponding to
small connected subsets of nodes from 8. Hence, we propose to place in J a set of subgraphs of G that we term independent embedded polygons. As shown in Fig. 2, examples
of embedded polygons include singletons, dipoles, triangles,
quadrangles, and so on. Two polygons are independent if
they have no common vertices. Let r := { T k } p = l be a set of
independent polygons of size L k embedded in a loopy graph

>

4

4.3 Size of embedded polygons

5.1 Sleeping nodes and failing links

The choice of the sizes of the embedded polygons r k is
application-dependent. If the size Lk > 5, then an iterative
method is needed to invert the L k x Lk matrix during the
EPA Solve step. However, larger blocks A,, also increase the
algorithm's rate of convergence [15, p. 1941. Hence a tradeoff of computation/communication versus faster convergence
will dictate the optimal polygon size Lk.
Since any planar graph can be decomposed into a set of
embedded triangles, dipoles, and singletons, in the simulations of Section 6 we focus on triangulated GMs and study
the performance of the resulting embedded triangles algorithm (ETA) [lo].

In practical sensor networks, inter-node communication
can fail due to two main causes. Define a sleeping node as
one that powers-down temporarily to conserve energy and
hence cannot interact with its neighbors [17, 181. A temporary link failure occurs when the transmitted information is
dropped due to temporary inter-node channel fluctuations
(for example, due to multi-path fading).
To increase the Jacobi and EPA's robustness to temporary
link failures and sleeping nodes, we modify them slightly by
allowing each sensor node to store its neighbors' most recent,
successfully communicated values in its local memory. Let
I" be the set of active nodes at iteration m. A sleeping node
i I" updates neither its estimate nor its memory during
iteration m (that is, 2y := 27-l) and, moreover, does not
4.4 Scalability and self-organization
communicate with its neighbors. A failing communication
link between sensors j and i precludes node i from receiving
Since the EPA operates in parallel over all independent
any data from node j. In place of this missing value, sensor
polygons, the amount of time spent on each iteration does
i recalls from its local memory the last successfully received
not change as we increase the number of nodes N in the
value from sensor j . Let s,,i(m) denote the iteration count
network. In contrast, since the embedded trees [9], Gauscorresponding to this most recently received value. In Rcsian elimination [5], and loopy BP [7] algorithms rely on
bust EPA, active nodes i E I" perform the following steps.
sequential message passing either on a tree (for the first two
The Robust Jacobi algorithm is defined similarly, since Jamethods) or on the entire graph (for loopy BP), their timeper-iteration will increase with the diameter of the n e t ~ o r k , ~ cobi is a particular case of EPA with singleton polygons.
which grows with N [16].
Robust EPA Update: For all j E N,y(i),sensor i either
Moreover, the EPA and ETA can begin iterating without
receives the value 2T-l from sensor j (successful comexpensive up-front route finding. Indeed, simple protocols
munication) or recalls from its memory the value most
exist to associate the sensors into independent triangles, for
recently received from j (failed communication). Then
example. Suppose that in a triangulated GM each sensor
is updated as in (5) with 2T-l or 2?-'(") for
knows the locations of its neighbors. At initialization, all
nodes are singletons and free to form a triangle. A leader
j E N,y(i).In other words, sensors substitute values
from memory for the values not received and perform
node l is designated to perform the following operations:
the usual update ( 5 ) .
Query to form a triangle: The leader e sends a message
Robust EPA Solve: If sensor i belongs to an independent
to its neighbors to request permission to form a trianto its neighbors in ~ k If
.
polygon T k , then it sends
gle T . The neighbors respond yes if they are singletons
from one of
sensor i does not receive the value
and n o if they are already part of a triangle.
its neighbors j E Tk, then it recalls from its memory
the last successfully received value F?-i(m). Sensor i
Triangle formation: If e receives two positive answers
solves for 2y by inverting the matrix A,, as in the EPA
that allow it t o form a triangle r , then it sends back
Solve step from Section 4.2. If node i is a singleton,
a message to those two nodes that become part of the
then it solves according to the Jacobi Solve step from
triangle T . If I? cannot form a new triangle, then the
Section 3.2. (Note that the singleton nodes do not
algorithm terminates.
communicate in this step.)

6

Unlike the Jacobi algorithm, EPA, and ETA, it is unclear how to make the embedded trees algorithm resilient
to communication failures. Embedded trees employ beliefpropagation (sum-product algorithm) in the Solve step.
During this step, messages must be transmitted successfully
through the entire tree to compute the new 2". If a link
(i,j) belonging to the tree fails, then it is unclear how to
proceed with the iteration until the tree is healed (perhaps
by some higher-level networking protocol).

Leadership hand-off: Node e looks for singleton nodes in
the neighborhood of its triangle. If there are no singletons, then the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, it
hands off leadership to a randomly chosen neighboring
singleton.
This algorithm results in an expanding wavefront of crystalizing independent embedded triangles.

5. FAULT-TOLERANCE

5.2 Robust convergence

In this section, we first discuss how the Jacobi algorithm
and the EPA adapt to temporary inter-node communication
failures in the network. Then we prove that both the algorithms are guaranteed to converge under mild assumptions.

Mild conditions on the occurrence of link failures and
sleeping nodes are sufficient to ensure convergence of both
the Robust Jacobi algorithm and Robust EPA: As the iterations proceed, all nodes must eventually receive updated
values from their neighbors, and each node must eventually
be updated. In other words, links can fail and nodes can
sleep, but only temporarily.

4The diameter of a graph is the length of the longest shortest
path between two nodes.
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N ( i )is proportional to [2]

THEOREM
1. Consider the matrix V in (2) corresponding
to a Gaussian H M M with all elements of C positive. If during the Robust EPA Update and Robust EPA Solve steps of
Section 5.1 the delays dj,i(m) := m - s j + i ( m ) are bounded
for all ( i , j ) E B and if each node is updated within a finite
number of iterations, then both the Robust Jacobi algorithm
and the Robust E P A converge.

max (dist(i,j))2
EN(%)

6.3 Fault-free case
We first compare the experimental performance of the Jacobi algorithm, embedded trees algorithm, and the ETA
when all nodes and links stay awake throughout the estimation. We averaged the residual error over 50 different
realizations of the noise E (see ( 1 ) ) .
Figure 3(a) illustrates the superior performance of the
ETA when the sensors are equipped with unidirectional
transmitters; its residual error decays faster with increasing
energy consumption. With omnidirectional communication,
according to Fig. 3(b), ETA’S improvement is less substantial.

For the proof, see the Appendix.

6. SIMULATIONS
To complete the paper, we now conduct several simulations to study the rates of convergence of the Jacobi and
embedded triangles algorithm (ETA) estimates as a function
of energy consumption for both unidirectional and omnidirectional communication.

6.4 Fault-prone case

6.1 Data generation

We now investigate the robustness of the Jacobi algorithm
and the Robust ETA to sleeping nodes and communication
We assume that 250 sensor nodes are randomly disfailures. Since it is unclear how the modify the embedded
tributed in the square [0,1] x [0,1]. We generate observatrees algorithm to handle such faults, we exclude it from this
tions y = x E with E
N(0,a21),variance a2 = 4, and
comparison.
I the identity matrix. To generate the hidden variables x ,
we set up the partial correlation coefficients ~ - ~ , ~ l ~ \ =
{ ~ , ~ } In practical scenarios, sensors might need to sleep in order
to conserve energy or recharge their batteries [17, 181. We
c ( l - dist(i, j ) ) , with dist(i, j ) the Euclidean distance bemodel this scenario by assuming that, at every iteration,
tween nodes i and j and c the largest constant for which
each node independently toggles between the “awake” and
the precision matrix P is still positive definite. For the dione of q “sleep” states according to the finite state model of
agonal entries of P we use random variables uniformly disFig. 4. According to the model, if a node is currently awake,
tributed between 1 and 2. This permits us to compute the
then at the next iteration it either goes to the state sleep,
i j as described in Section 2.2 and to genvalues P ~ , j ;#
with probability p l or continues staying awake. If a node
erate x
N ( 0 , P - l ) . This specification of P ensures that
has slept for k consecutive cycles, k < q, then at the next
the elements of C = P-l are positive (see the Appendix).
iteration it can either continue to sleep with probability p z
We assume that V = E-’
R-’ = E-’ C 2 1 (see (6))
by going to state sleep,+, or wake up. A node can sleep
is known. Note that if V were estimated from sample data
for at most q iterations. In the steady state, a node that
(see Section 2.2), then the solution B of (2) would contain
conforms to such a finite state model will on average stay
some bias due to the error in estimating V . Our discussions
awake with probability .below address only the error due to the iterative nature of
the matrix splitting algorithm (5), (6).
To model temporary inter-node communication link failures due to, say, fading, we assume that the each link toggles
6.2 Comparison metrics
between the “no-failure’’ and “failure” states of an analogous
finite state model.
To evaluate the different algorithms, we compare the deIn case of definitive link failures or dead sensors, the GM
cay of their residual normalized mean-squared error (termed
must be updated. Methods to handle such faults, including
residual error henceforth) as the total energy consumed by
imputation for missing data [ l l , p. 2001, are beyond the
inter-node communication increases.
scope of this paper.
The residual error is computed at each iteration m as
em ._
.- IJjj- V P I I / lljjll [9] with jj = y / a 2 and V = C-’
Figures 5(a) and (b) present the Jacobi algorithm and
the ETA residual error decay versus increasing unidirecO - ~ I .In our experiments, we compute the inter-node comtional and omnidirectional communication energy when
munication energy for the two different scenarios.
p l = 0, 0.1, 0.3 for both sleeping and failing; we set pa = 0.5
With unidirectional transmitters, a node communicates
and q = 10. These parameters for p l translate to each node
with each of its neighbors one at a time, even to convey a
or link staying awake for loo%, 83%, and 63% of the itercommon message. Examples are nodes with laser-based lineations on average, respectively. We averaged the residual
of-sight transmitters. We assume that the energy required
error over 50 realizations, each with different noise and difby sensor i to convey the same floating point number to all
ferent sequences of link failures and sleeping nodes.
of its neighbors j E N ( i ) is proportional to [2]
From Figures 5(a) and (b), we can infer that both the
Jacobi algorithm and the ETA are robust since they continue
(dist(i,j))2 .
to converge.
3€N(*)
Note that a sleeping node i can be modeled with failed
links between i and all of its neighbors N ( i ) . Hence in the
With omnidirectional transmitters, a node can broadcast
sequel we will focus our discussion on failing links.
a common message t o all of its neighbors simultaneously.
Examples are nodes with omnidirectional radio transmitters.
In the unidirectional case, the ETA enjoys faster error
decay than the Jacobi algorithm for all pl’s. To attain a
We assume that the energy required by sensor i to broadcast
residual error of l o p 5 ,the ETA takes twice as much energy
the same floating point number t o all of its neighbors j E

+

-

-

+

+

+

2

41 0

--

'-'-

-

Jacobi
Tree
Triangle

3

:

1

3

omnidirectionalcommunication energy (constantx Joules)

(b) Residual error versus
Omnidirectional communication energy
Figure 3: Simulation results for distributed estimation with the sensor network from Fig. l(b) using the Jacobi, embedded trees, and embedded triangles algorithms. In this case, no nodes sleep and no communication
links fail.

- - -

l-Pl

Figure 4: Finite state model for sleeping nodes.
energy communicating two different messages per sensor belonging to an embedded triangle at each iteration m: the
in the Solve
value 27-l in the Update step and the value
step. Consequently, Jacobi soon outperforms the ETA as p l
increases from zero.

when p l = 0.3 as compared to when p l = 0. As p l increases,
the performance differences between the two algorithms becomes negligible.
The remon is that the Robust ETA requires inter-node
communications for both the Robust Update step and the
Robust Solve step. In contrast, Jacobi communicates only
during the Update step. To illustrate the implications, consider the situation for sensor i and its neighbors j and k
at iteration m when the link from j to k is wonky. Suppose that j and IC belong to the same embedded triangle 6,
but i does not. In both the Jacobi and ETA Update steps,
In the Jacobi Solve
the value 2y-I is used to compute
step, $' is used to compute 27, and no communication is
required. In contrast, in the Robust ETA Solve step,
must be transmitted to node IC. If the transmission from j
to IC fails, then node k will compute its new value E? using
the last successfully received value from j, denoted g J j - k ( m ) .

7. CONCLUSIONS
The embedded polygons algorithm (EPA) (and the
special-case embedded triangles algorithm (ETA)) are new
distributed estimation schemes for loopy Gaussian hidden
Markov graphical models. Our iterative approach decomposes a GM into independent embedded polygons, performs
LMMSE estimation on each polygon, and then updates this
estimate by collaborating with neighboring nodes and polygons. The EPA can be interpreted as an extension of the
block Gauss-Seidel approach to matrix inversion. The EPA
is robust to temporary local faults such as sleeping nodes
and failing communication links.
Our experimental results provide some interesting insights
into the tradeoff between a sensor network's energy consumption and iterative algorithm convergence. It is conventional wisdom that sensor nodes should be powered down
periodically to conserve energy [17, 181. However, our results indicate that if the sensors are switched off during the
iterative estimation process, then the network could end up
consuming significant additional energy t o achieve a specified estimate error tolerance. In the limit as nodes and links

c.

Obviously,"'$
:
( m ) does not contain the most recent information transmitted by E?-', even though this value was
successfully transmitted in the ETA Update step from i to
j . Thus the ETA'S performance will degrade relative to the
Jacobi algorithm as more nodes sleep or links fail.
In the omnidirectional case, the Jacobi algorithm is wellsuited to exploit the transmitters since during each Jacobi
iteration, a common message must be broadcast from each
node to all of its neighbors. In contrast, the ETA expends
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Figure 5: Simulation results for distributed estimation with the sensor network from Fig. l(b) using the
Jacobi and embedded triangles algorithms. In this case, nodes sleep and communication links fail according
to the finite state machine model of Fig. 4. The values p l = 0.1 (left plots) and p l = 0.3 (right plots) correspond
to nodes sleeping or links failing 17% and 37% of the iterations, respectively, in steady state.

APPENDIX
A. PROOF OF THEOREM 1

sleep and fail for longer amounts of time, we conjecture that
the Jacobi algorithm will be hard to beat.
There are many opportunities for future research and performance enhancements. First, we are studying how to best
cycle through a range of different embedded polygon decompositions in order to speed up convergence (by analogy to
[9]). Second, we are investigating the optimal size of the
embedded polygons. As their size increases, the amount of
residual error decay per iteration increases, but so does their
sensitivity to sleeping and communication faults. Third, we
are developing estimation algorithms for parameters of the
Gaussian HMM from sample data (which nodes are connected, and their partial correlations). An expectationmaximization (EM) type approach could prove useful t o
address this issue. Other future avenues include efficiently
estimating the variance of our estimate, extending the algorithm to track changes over time (Kalman filtering), and
optimizing the interaction between distributed estimation
schemes and ad hoc wireless network routing pro to col^.^

~

In this section, we prove a slightly more general result
than Theorem 1. The proof proceeds in two parts. .First,
we show that iterations of the robust algorithm described
in Section 5.1 are asynchronous iterations. Asynchronous
iterations are known to converge if the iteration operator’s
spectral radius is < 1 [19]. Second, we prove that the spectral radius of our algorithm’s iteration operator is indeed
< 1.
As in Section 5.1, let I m be the set of active (non-sleeping)
nodes at iteration m, and let sj+(m) denote the iteration
count corresponding t o the most recent value that sensor i
successfully received from j.
At iteration m, an active sensor i E I m will either receive
from the sensors j E N ( i )their values 2Y-l (working link)
or it will recall from its memory the last value received at
the iteration count sj-i(m), sj+i(m) < m - 1 (failing link).
This scenario. is well-studied in parallel computing and is
referred to as asynchronous iterations [19].

~

‘Many thanks t o Dan Sorensen for several fruitful discussions and valuable pointers.
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(A)
~ ~ - . ~ (5r m
n )- 1
for i , j E { I , . . . ,N},
( B ) limm4w ~ ~ + ~=( 00m ) for i , j E { I , . . . ,N},
( C ) # ( { mE N(i E I”}) = 00 for i E {I,. . . ,N } ,
with #(.) denoting the number of elements in a set. Given
an initial guess 5? and the above three conditions, the following iteration is termed asynchronous

where Hi is the i-th component of an iteration operator H .
The first condition (A) on s j + i ( m ) requires that only values computed earlier are used in the current approximation
27 of the solution. The second condition (B) requires that
as the algorithm proceeds, new information is continually
transmitted to each sensor. The third condition (C) stipulates that a sensor cannot sleep forever.
Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, the Robust EPA
Update and Solve steps in Section 5.1 constitute an asynchronous iteration. Indeed, the Robust Update and Solve
steps obviously satisfy condition (A). The assumption requiring bounded delays dj+i(m) = m - sj.+i(rn) implies
condition (B). The condition on each node being updated
within a finite number of iterations effectively means that a
node cannot be always asleep, and this is given by (C).
When solving the linear system Vx = T from (2) using
a matrix splitting V = J - K , the iteration operator H is
given by

H:R” +Rn, z+J-l(Kx+Q).

(10)

Theorem 4.1 from [19] then states that if the spectral radius
p(lH1) < 1, then the asynchronous iteration (9) will converge to 2, the solution of Vz = ji. Theorem 1 is then an
immediate corollary of the following general result. Below,
we use the notation U > 0 (or U 2 0) when a matrix U has
all positive (or non-negative) elements.

THEOREM
2. Consider a matrix V as in (2) with negative
off-diagonal elements. Let V = J - K , where J is obtained
by setting some of the ofS-diagonal elements of V equal to
zero. Then the iteration operator H in (10) is such that
p(lH1) < 1. Hence the asynchronous iteration (9) converges.
PROOF.First, note that V is an M-matrix, that is, it
has negative off-diagonal elements, is nonsingular, and its
inverse V-’ has all positive elements [15, p. 851. Indeed, in
our Gaussian HMM, V is symmetric and positive definite
(since it is the sum of two symmetric positive definite matrices). Corollary 3 in [15, p. 851 yields that V-’ > 0, that
is, that V is an M-matrix.
Second, by Theorem 3.12 in [15], J is also an M-matrix.
Hence J-’ > 0 and J-lK 2 0 since by assumption K 2 0.
The splitting V = J - K is then termed regular. For regular
splitting, Theorem 3.13 in [15] tells us that if V-’ 2 0, then
the spectral radius p(J-’K) < 1. 0
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